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Abstract 1 — Because sensor nodes operate on power limited
batteries, sensor functionalities have to be designed carefully. In
particular, designing energy-efficient packet forwarding is
important to maximize the lifetime of the network and to
minimize the power usage at each node. This paper presents a
Geographic Energy-Aware Multipath Stream-based (GEAMS)
routing protocol for WMSNs. GEAMS routing decisions are
made online, at each forwarding node in such a way that there is
no need to global topology knowledge and maintenance.
GEAMS routing protocol performs load-balancing to minimize
energy consumption among nodes using twofold policy: (1)
smart greedy forwarding and (2) walking back forwarding.
Performances evaluations of GEAMS show that it can maximize
the network lifetime and guarantee quality of service for video
stream transmission in WMSNs.
Keywords — WSN, WMSN, Geographic Routing, Multipath
Routing, Energy Aware routing…

I.

INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) [1] consists of lightweight, low power, small size distributed devices called
sensor nodes. WSNs have been used in various application
areas (military, civil, healthcare, etc.). Examples of
applications include forest fire detection, structural health
monitoring, target tracking, surveillance… Because of the
low node's cost, the deployment of WSN can be ranging from
thousand to million nodes, and this can be done randomly or
deterministically. A sensor node gathers desired data
information, processes it, and transmits it to each other using
wireless communication until a base station. The base station
(also referred to as the sink node) collects and analyzes the
received data from various sensors and draws conclusions
about the monitored area. The base station also acts as
gateways to other networks.
With the growing-up of miniaturization technology and the
availability of low-cost hardware, the sensors nodes embed
nowadays various kinds of capturing elements such as simple
temperature, microphones, imaging sensors, and video
cameras. In this context, the vision of ubiquitous Wireless
Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) [2][3] has become a
reality. WMSNs are commonly used for surveillance
applications,
intrusion
detection,
target
tracking,
environmental monitoring, traffic management systems, etc.
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These types of applications require addressing additional
challenges for energy-efficient multimedia processing,
optimal routing and path selection, audio / video rate
adaptation to meet the network changing topology, and
application specific QoS guarantee (end-to-end delay, loss
ratio, data rate…).
Optimal routing in wireless sensor network is a challenging
task. Large amounts of research works have been done to
enable energy efficiency in WSN. A comprehensive survey of
routing protocols in WSN has been presented in [4]. It
highlights advantages and performances issues of different
routing techniques found in the literature. Despite the
similarity between WSNs and MANETs (Mobile Ad-Hoc
Networks), routing approaches for MANETs are not suitable
to sensor networks. This is due to the different requirements
for both networks. First, WSNs contain large number of
sensors nodes which augment the communication overhead
when MANET protocols are used. Second, the design goal of
routing protocols for WSN has to consider energy, power, and
storage constraints to maximize the network lifetime and the
overall performance. Finally, in WMSN, QoS guarantee in
term of low-latency and high reliability data transmission is
needed and cannot be met by MANETs protocols.
Routing protocols developed for WMSNs suggest using
multipath selection scheme to maximize the throughput of
streaming data. Examples of these protocols include: MPMPS
(Multi-Priority Multi-Path Selection) [5] and TPGF (TwoPhase Geographical Greedy Forwarding) [6]. However, such
protocols have to build a complete map of the network
topology to select the optimum routing / transmission path
between the source and destination. They are not adapted in
large-scale, high density and frequent mobility situations.
Hierarchical routing is the most adopted approach to scale to
large network. The creation of clusters with different
capabilities can greatly contribute to overall system
scalability, lifetime, and energy efficiency. However, the
overhead can increase dramatically when network topology
changes frequently. In particular, as nodes die and leave the
network, update and reconfiguration mechanisms should take
place to update the cluster or to select a new cluster head.

In this paper, we examine the benefit of geographical routing
along with multipath local-based route selection and we
propose a new routing algorithm namely GEAMS (a
Geographic Energy-Aware Multipath Stream-based) routing
protocol that leverage both energy constraint and QoS
sensitive stream such as audio and video.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. To make this
paper self readable, we expose in section II the routing
protocols that influenced the design of GEAMS such GPSR
and MPMPS. In section III, we present the functionalities of
GEAMS protocol. In section IV, the performance evaluation
of GEAMS will be presented. Section V will conclude this
paper.

This protocol uses two different packet forwarding strategies:
Greedy Forwarding and Perimeter Forwarding. When a node
receives a packet destined to a certain node, it chooses the
closest neighbor out-of itself to that destination and forwards
the packet to that node. This step is called the Greedy
Forwarding. In case that such node cannot be found, (i.e. the
node itself is the closest node to the destination out-of its
neighbors but the destination cannot be reached by one hop),
the Perimeter Forwarding will be used. The Perimeter
Forwarding occurs when there is no neighbor closest to
Destination (D) than node (A) itself. Figure 1 illustrates that
node A is closer to D than its neighbors x and y. This
situation is called “voids” or holes. Voids can occur due to
random nodes deployment or the presence of obstacles that
obstruct radio signals. To overcome this problem, Perimeter
Forwarding is used to route packets around voids. Packets
will move around the void until arriving to a node closest to
the destination than the node which initiated the Perimeter
Forwarding, after which the Greedy Forwarding takes over.

RELATED WORK

Geographical routing sheds light upon the process in which
each node is aware of its geographic positing and uses
packet’s destination address as a geographic position to
perform routing and forwarding decision. Since the
communication between the source and the destination nodes
may require traversal of multiple hops, it is therefore essential
to maximize the lifetime of the network and to minimize the
power usage of each node in order to assure an optimal
routing decision. Two important protocols have been defined
that make use of node positing for packet forwarding
decision: GPSR and MPMPS. MPMPS is itself based on
TPGF. These protocols are briefly described in what follows.
A. GPSR
The GPSR (Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing) [9] was
originally designed for MANETs but rapidly adapted for
WSNs. The GPSR algorithm relies on the correspondence
between the geographic location of nodes and the
connectivity within the network by using the location position
of nodes to forward a packet. Given the geographic
coordinates of the destination node, the GPSR algorithm
forwards a packet to destination using only one single hop
location information. It assumes that each node knows its
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geographic location and geographic information about its
direct neighbors.

xD

This operation overhead will favor the dying of new nodes.
Examples of these protocols include LEACH [7], PEGASIS
[8]. Geographical routing can achieve scalability in WSNs.
GPSR (Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing) [9] was defined
to increase network scalability under large number of nodes.
The advantage is that the propagation of topology information
is required only for a single hop. However, greedy forwarding
relays on local-knowledge in which always best node to
destination is selected. There are situations in which only a
particular path to destination is preferred (for example a path
with the minimum transmission delay). In such a case,
selecting the same path will lead to premature dying of nodes
along this path.

Figure 1: GPSR Perimeter forwarding to bypass a void or a hole.

By maintaining only information on the local topology, the
GPSR protocol can be suitable for WSNs. However, the
greedy forwarding leads to choose only one path from the
source to the destination.
B. TPGF
TPGF (Two Phase geographical Greedy Forwarding) [6]
routing protocol is the first to introduce multipath concept in
wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs) field. This
algorithm focuses in exploring and establishing the maximum
number of disjoint paths to the destination in terms of
minimization of the path length, the end-to-end transmission
delay and the energy consumption of the nodes.
The first phase of the algorithm explores the possible paths to
the destination. A path to a destination is investigated by
labeling neighbors nodes until the base station. During this
phase, a step back and mark is used to bypass voids and loops
until successfully a sensor node finds a next-hop node which

has a routing path to the base station. The second phase is
responsible for optimizing the discovered routing paths with
the shortest transmission distance (i.e. choosing a path with
least number of hops to reach the destination). The TPGF
algorithm can be executed repeatedly to look for multiple
node disjoint-paths.
C. MPMPS
The MPMPS (Multi-Priority Multi-Path Selection) [5]
protocol is an extension of TPGF. MPMPS highlights the fact
that not every path found by TPGF can be used for
transmitting video because a long routing path with long endto-end transmission delay may not be suitable for audio/video
streaming. Furthermore, because in different applications,
audio and video streams play different roles and the
importance level may be different, it is better to split the
video stream into two streams (video/image and audio). For
example, video stream is more important than audio stream in
fire detection because the image reflects the event, audio
stream is more important in deep ocean monitoring, while
image stream during the day time and audio stream during the
night time for desert monitoring. Therefore, we can give more
priority to the important stream depending on the final
application to guarantee the using of the suitable paths.
D. Discussion
Generally, a WSN is covered by densely deployed sensor
nodes. Knowing the full map (network topology) of the
deployed nodes in the network to perform routing as done by
TPGF and MPMPS is not suitable for many reasons: (1) the
exchange of the network map is energy consuming, (2) the
exchanged map may not reflect the actual topology of the
network, (3) nodes mobility and nodes dying are more
frequent in WSN than in other ad hoc networks. These
reasons are valid when paths are selected a priori by
protocols such as TPGF and MPMPS. In these protocols, the
selected path is chosen in advance from the source to the
destination based on route discovery mechanisms which run
before the delivery phase. However, the actual map of the
network may change. The GPSR protocol forwards the packet
hop by hop based on local available information. This
protocol seems to be more promising to scale to large
network but does not achieve load balancing in a statistical
sense and by making use of multipath routing in WSNs.
In this paper, we propose a new geographical routing protocol
namely GEAMS (Geographic Energy-Aware Multipath
Stream-based) that routes information based on GPSR
functionalities (Greedy Forwarding and Perimeter
Forwarding) while maintaining local-knowledge for
delivering this information on multipath basis.

III.

GEAMS ROUTING PROTOCOL

The GEAMS routing protocol can be seen as an enhancement
of the GPSR protocol to support the transmission of video
streams over wireless sensor networks. The main idea is to
add a load-balancing feature to GPSR in order to increase the
lifetime of the network and to reduce the queue size of the
most used nodes. In fact, routing with GPSR will always
choose the same path (i.e. using the same node which is
closer to destination). This will rapidly cause the dying
(dropping) of the most used nodes. In GEAMS routing
protocol, data streams will be routed by different nodes,
decisions are made at each hop avoiding the algorithm to
maintain a global knowledge of the topology.
The design of GEAMS was driven by the following points:
• Shortest path transmission: multimedia applications
generally have a delay constraint which requires that the
multimedia streaming in WSNs should always use the
shortest routing path which has the minimum end-to-end
transmission delay. Using the same path to a particular
destination as done by GPSR will increase the queuing
size of the nodes along the transmission path. This will
affects considerably the end-to-end transmission delay.
• Multipath transmission: Packets of multimedia stream are
generally large in size and the transmission requirement
can be several times higher than the maximum
transmission capacity of sensor nodes. To boost the
transmission capacity of the source, it is essential to make
use of parallel multipath connection across the available
paths.
• Load balancing: because of the density of a WSNs, a load
balancing feature during the design of a routing protocol
has to be considered to avoid frequent node failures and
consequently to maximize the network lifetime.
Depending on the data delivery model (Event-Driven, QueryDriven …), the source node splits an image into small
packets. Packets are forwarded from one node to another
node until reaching the destination node according to a certain
policy.
At each hop, a forwarder node decides through which
neighbor it will send the packet. Decision policy at each node
is based on these four rules: (1) the remaining energy at each
neighbor, (2) the number of hops made by the packet before it
arrives at this node (3), the actual distance between the node
and its neighbors, and (4) the history of the packets forwarded
belonging to the same stream.
The GEAMS routing protocol has two modes, the Smart
Greedy Forwarding and the Walking Back Forwarding. The
first mode is used when there is always a neighbor closer to
the sink node than the forwarder node, while the second one
is used to get out of a blocking situation in which the
forwarder node can no longer forward the packet towards the

sink node. The following section will explain the two routing
modes.

These two functions rely on the energy consumption model
proposed by Heinzelman et al. [7]. According to this model,
we have:

்ܧ ሺ݇,  ܦሻ ൌ ݇ · ൫ܧாா  ߝ ·  ܦଶ ൯
ܧோ ሺ݇ ሻ ൌ ݇ · ܧாா

A. Smart Greedy Forwarding:
In GEAMS routing protocol, each sensor node stores some
information about its one-hop neighbors. Information
includes the estimated distance to its neighbors, the distance
of the neighbor to the sink, the data-rate of the link, and the
remaining energy. This information is updated by the mean of
beacon messages, scheduled at fixed intervals. Relaying on
this information, a forwarder node will give a score to each
neighbor according to an objective function “f(x)”. (See
Figure 2)

Figure 2: One-hop neighbors sorted by their score.

Packet energy consumption
When a node (A) sends a packet (pk) of n bits size to a node
(B), as illustrated in Figure 3 , the energy of node A will
തതതሻ while the energy of the node  ܤwill
decrease by ETX ሺn, തAB
decrease by ܧோ ሺ݊ሻ. Consequently, the cost of this routing
തതതܤതሻ  ܧோ ሺ݊ሻ considering the energy of
decision is ்ܧ ሺ݊, ܣ
the whole network.

Where:
 is the size of the data packet in bits,
ࡰ is the transmission distance in meters,
ࡱࡱࡸࡱ is the energy consumed by the transceiver electronics,
ࢿࢇ is the energy consumed by the transmitter amplifier.
ܧாா was taken to be 5 ߤJ/bit and ߝ 1 ߟJ/bit.
For each known source node ݏ a forwarder node (ܰ)
maintains a couple (ܪ , ݆ሻ. ܪ represents the mean hopcount
that separates ݏ to ܰ, and ݆ represent the neighbor whom
score is closest to the average score of all closest nodes to the
sink. Upon receiving a data packet from the source node ݏ ,
the forwarder node will retransmit the packet to a neighbor
that is closest to the sink node and in such a way that the
number of hops the packet did, will meet the rank of that
neighbor. The main idea is to forward a packet with the
biggest number of hops through the best neighbor,
consequently a packet with the smallest number of hops
through the worst neighbor to allow best load balancing in the
network. The following algorithm describes the forwarding
policy. Figure 5 and Figure 6 present the two scenarios.

Upon_Recieving_a_Packet ( pk )
Inputs:
Best_Neighbor: a set of the closest neighbors to the sink node
sorted in descending order by their score {BN1, BN2, … BNm}.
m = |Best_Neighbor|. m represents the cardinal of the
Best_Neighbor set

Figure 3: Packet energy consumption.

We assume that the transmitted data packets in the network
have the same size. We propose an objective function to
evaluate a neighbor N୧ for packet forwarding. This objective
function takes into account the packet energy consumption
and also the initial energy of that neighbor. The proposed
objective function can simply be:

݂ ሺܰ ሻ ൌ ܰ ா௬ െ ்ܧ ሺܰ ௦௧ ሻ െ ܧோ
Where: ்ܧ ሺܦሻ is the estimated energy to transmit a data
packet through a distance D, and ܧோ is the estimated energy
to receive the data packet.

j :index of the node in the set Best_Neighbor whom score is
closest to the average score of all closest nodes to the sink. For
example, if Best_Neighbor is {8,5,2,1} the average score is 4
then j=2 (starting from index=1)
Utilities:
Get_Hop_Values (Si) returns the stored values of empirical hop
count from already known source Si and the j index of the
average score of all closest nodes to the sink. These values are
(Hi, j)
Set_Hop_Values (Si, Hi, j) sets the empirical hop count for
source Si to be Hi and j to be the index of the average score of
Best_Neighbor set.
Forward (pk, BNk ) forwards the packet pk to the neighbor k
which has BNk score

1:

if (Get_Hop_Values (pk.SourceNode) is Null ) {

2:

Forward (pk, BN1)

// Default forward to best node

3:

H ← pk.HopCount

4:

Set_ Hop_Values (pk.SourceNode, H, j)

node with higher index (index=m). Line 10 and line 14
compute the new empirical value that will be used later as a
new reference. Therefore, the smart forwarding occurs in line
17.

}
5:

else {

//Get_Hop_Values (pk.SourceNode) is not null

6:

(H,j) ← Get_Hop_Values (pk.SourceNode)

7:

Δh ← H – pk.HopCount

8:

index ← j + Δh

9:

case (index ≤ 0) {

10:

H ← H–index +1

11:

index←1 // index of the best node in neighbor_Set

12:
13:

}
case ( index > m ) {

14:

H ← H–index+m

15:

Index ←m //index of the worst node in neighbor_Set

16:

Figure 5: Forwarding the first packet of a data stream.

}

17:

Forward ( pk, BNindex ) // Smart forward

18:

Set_ Hop_Values ( pk.SourceNode, H,j)

19:

}
Figure 4: the Smart Greedy Forwarding algorithm.

Line 1 allows checking if we have already received a packet
from an already known source node. If no, the packet will be
always forwarded to the best node (line 2), and we have to
save the hop count “H” and the average score index “j” in the
best neighbor set. These empirical values will be used later to
allow load balancing. Figure 5 illustrates the forwarding of
the packet to the best node (index=1).
It is clear that the first packet received from an unknown
source will be always forwarded to the best neighbor node.
According to line 1, if the packet is received from an
unknown source, thus the "Get_Hop_Values" will return a
null value. The packet will be forwarded to the best node
(BN1) according to line 2.
Line 5 specifies that we have already an empirical estimation
of the hop count H and the average index j from a particular
source. These values are retrieved in line 6. We calculate in
line 7, the deviation Δh of the hop count of the received
packet compared to the stored value H. The index of the new
forwarder neighbor that allows best load balancing will be
adjusted by Δh (line 8). However, two different out of range
situations may occur. Line 9 specifies that the received packet
has experienced a lot of hops, and thus it needs to be
forwarded later to the best node (i.e. node with index=1). In
line 13, the received packet has experienced a less hop count
than the empirical value H, and thus it has be forwarded to

Figure 6: Forwarding a packet of an already known stream.

B. Walking Back Forwarding
Because of node failure, node mobility, and node activity and
scheduling policy, disconnections may occur in a WSNs
generating what we call “voids”. At a certain stage, a
forwarder node may face a void where there is no closest
neighbor to the sink as illustrated in Figure 7. In this case, the
node enters the walking back forwarding mode in order to
bypass this void.
In such a case (see Figure 7), the forwarder node will inform
all its neighbors that it cannot be considered as a neighbor to
forward packets to the sink. This node will also delegate the
forwarding responsibility to the less far of its neighbors to
bypass the void. This process is recursively repeated steps
back until finding a node which can forward successfully the
packet.
Figure 8 presents an overview diagram of GEAMS Routing
mode switching.

Parameter
Network Size
Number of Sink Nodes
Number of Source Nodes
Number of Sensor Nodes
Number of Images
Image Size
Image Rate
Maximum Radio Range
Link Data Rate

Value
500m x 200m
1
1
30, 50, 80, 100
30 images
10Kb
1 image/sec
80 meters
250 ݏܾܭ⁄ඥ݄ݐ݃݊݁ܮ_ ݇݊݅ܮ

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Figure 7: A blocking situation where a forwarder node has no neighbor
closer to the sink node than itself.
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Figure 9: A 30 nodes network topology.
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Figure 10: A 50 nodes network topology.
Figure 8: Overview of GEAMS routing mode switching.

IV.

SIMULATION AND EVALUATION

In this paper, we have considered a homogenous WSN in
which nodes are randomly deployed through the sensing field.
The sensing field is a rectangular area of 500m x 200m. The
sink node is situated at a fixed point in the righter edge of the
sensing field at coordinates (490, 90) while a source node is
placed in the other edge at coordinates (10, 90).
We consider a WSN for video surveillance. In response to an
event, the source node will send images with a rate of 1 image
per second during 30 seconds. The image stream is sent to the
sink node for further processing or to be forwarded to a
control center situated in another network making the sink
node acting as a gateway.
To demonstrate and evaluate the performance of GEAMS, we
used OMNeT++ 4.0 which is a discrete event network
simulator [10]. To prove the effectiveness of GEAMS, we
have also implemented the GPSR algorithm and compared
the simulation results. Table 1 summarizes the simulation
environment.
We have considered that the link data is of type IEEE
802.15.4 and in which the data rate can be proportional to the
transmission distance.
We have varied the network topology by varying the number
of sensor nodes to obtain network of 30, 50, 80 and 100 nodes
(see Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12). We
consider the minimum distance between two neighbors node
greater than 1 meter.
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Figure 11: A 80 nodes network topology.
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Figure 12: A 100 nodes network topology.

For each topology, we have measured various parameters: the
number of dead nodes (see Figure 13), the distribution of the
network energy using the mean value (see Figure 14) and the
variance (see Figure 15), the distribution of mean energy
consumption by partitioning the network into regions of 40
meters width (see Figure 16, Figure 17, Figure 18 and Figure
19), the distribution of the packet transmission delay using
mean value (see Figure 20) and variance (see Figure 21), and
finally the number of lost packets (see Figure 22).
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Figure 13: Nu
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Wee can clearly see that as the number of nodes withiin the
nettwork increasses, the numbeer of dead noodes in the caase of
GE
EAMS protocool tends to zeero. However, GEAMS seeems to
be not adapted inn less dense network.
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Figure 16: Meaan energy by reggions of 40meterss in a 30 nodes network.
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Figure 14: Mean
n energy of the network in the different topologies.

In the case of GEAMS and by using moore nodes to route
pacckets towardss the sink, thee total remainning energy in the
nettwork is lesserr than in the case of GPSR.
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Figure 15: Netwoork energy variaance.

mit packets, GPSR leaves more
By using few noodes to transm
nod
des unused and so leeads to non-uniform energy
connsumption wiithin the netw
work. This iss reflected by the
big
gger variance compared too the energy consumption in the
casse of GEAMS.
Glo
obal energy distribution:
Because of the inflexible seelection of thhe next forw
warder
nod
de, the GPSR
R keeps varioous nodes unuused and utiliizes a
few
w nodes for seending packetss. This explainns that GPSR mean
eneergy is being bigger than inn the case off GEAMS prootocol.
Hoowever, the energy distribbution in thee network is well
disstributed with GEAMS com
mpared to GP
PSR since moost of
thee nodes can bee active due too multipath rouuting.
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Figure 18: Meaan energy by reggions of 40meterss in a 80 nodes network.
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Figure 17: Meaan energy by reggions of 40meterss in a 50 nodes network.
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Figure 19: Meaan energy by regiions of 40meters in a 100 nodes neetwork.

Local energy disstribution:
Fig
gure 16, Figurre 17, Figure 18, and Figu
ure 19 illustrate the
meean energy of the network partitioned in region of 40 meters
wid
dth. We can
n clearly see that the energy is unifo
formly
con
nsumed throu
ugh the netwoork when usin
ng GEAMS ro
outing
pro
otocol comparred to GPSR routing protocol. The beneefit of
succh a featuree is preventiing the netw
work from being
parrtitioned into sub networrks completelly disconnectted if
som
me nodes died
d before the otther (case of GPSR).
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V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper,, we have deescribed a neew algorithm namely
GEAMS thaat is suitablle for transsmitting mulltimedia
streaming oveer WMSNs. Because nodees are often densely
deployed, diffferent paths from sourcee nodes to th
he base
station may exist. To meet the multimedia transsmission
constraints an
nd to maximizze the networrk lifetime, GEAMS
exploits the multipath capaabilities of thee WSN to maake load
balancing am
mong nodes. Simulation results compared to
GPSR show th
hat GEAMS is well suited for WMSNs since it
ensures uniforrm energy connsumption and
d meets the deelay and
packet loss con
nstraint.
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